Dear guests,
Welcome to the Cologne Golf Club
We are looking forward to a great
tournament day with you!

J.W. Buckland Hickory Trophy
on the Links Course of the Cologne Golf Club
Freimersdorfer Weg 43, 50859 Köln
24. September 2022
Program
Friday, 23.09.2022
From 6.00 p.m.: Get together with a common Kölsch on tap in the clubhouse room "Widdersdorf"
(dinner self-payer)
Saturday, 24.10.2022
From 9.00 am:

Issuance of scorecards and tee gifts, coffee in gastronomy
Distribution of the rental club sets in the foyer of the clubhouse (tournament counter)

10.15 am:
10.30 am:

Group photo in front of the clubhouse in the area in front of the club terrace
Assignment of caddies (only for players who have booked caddies)

10.45 am:

Please go independently to the allocated Tees
(For alternative cannon start: for the farthest tees take into account about 35 minutes walk)

11.00 am:

Flow start of tea 1 - (if necessary. Cannon start)
ENJOY YOUR GAME!

ca. 5.30 pm:

If necessary, play-off on track 18 of the links course

ca. 6.00 pm:

Get together of the players and caddies in the room "Widdersdorf" for the common Kölsch

7.30 pm:

Start of the evening event an price-giving

Note on payment in gastronomy:
A consumption card is required to order and pay for the drinks. This is available in the area of the gastronomy
cash register.

J.W. Buckland Hickory Trophy
on the Links Course of the Cologne Golf Club
24. September 2022
The Hickory-Society Cologne is particularly pleased to host
a traditional golf tournament again this year
Program
Friday 23.09.2022
From 12.00 noon: private rounds of golf to get to know the course / please reserve start times independently
From 6.00 pm:
joint Kölsch on tap in the clubhouse / dinner on your own
Saturday 24.09.2022
From 9.00 am:
Issuance of scorecards and tee gifts, coffee/tee in gastronomy
10.00 am:
Group photo and briefing
11.00 am:
Flow start of TEE 1 (hickory clubs and clothing are required)
Hickory rental clubs can be reserved
7.30 pm:
Start of the evening event an price-giving

Information and rules of the game
Playing conditions:
The game is played according to the official golf rules of the R&A Rules Limited, the betting regulations of the
DGV (unless otherwise regulated in this tender) and the current course rules of the Cologne Golf Club.
Equipment, golf carts, trolleys, carts and distance measurement:
The game is played with golf clubs built before 1935 and equipped with a hickory wood shaft. Materials of the
club shaft other than wood and metal shaft inserts are not permitted.
Modern balls approved for betting in accordance with the provisions of the R&A, as well as those named
according to the guidelines of the Society of Hickory Golfers "Modern Equipment Guidelines", No. 5, are
allowed.
In case of doubt, the game management alone decides.
Only historical trolleys are allowed. We always ask you to wear the golf bag. Carts and electric trolleys are of
course just as taboo as distance measuring devices of any kind.
Rental clubs:
Sets of rental rackets are available (original rackets before 1935 with hickory wood shaft). These can be rented
if necessary including insurance.
Rental fee per day: 30,00 Euro (incl. Breakage insurance) S
Dresscode/Etiquette:
The game is played in historical clothing from around 1930. For men, plus fours, plus twos or knickerbocker as
leg dresses are desired, as well as jackets, vests, shirts, tie or bow tie, flat cap, hat. The ladies play in dresses,
skirts (above the knee), blouses, jackets, hats, etc.
We ask you to refrain from modern materials and bright colors (even with rain protection, umbrellas, etc.). If
you do not have the required outfit, you can find it at various costume rentals.
Costs:
Entry fee for the 18-hole tournament: 129,00 Euro, including dinner on 24.09.2022
Entry fee for pros and members of the Cologne Golf Club: EUR 69.00

Participation:
Eligible to participate are amateurs who are members of a club affiliated to the DGV or internationally
recognized and have at least a core requirement of -36.0 or a club requirement down to -45.0. Participants with
a club target down to -45.0 will be evaluated for the net rating with a regular target of -36.0. Professional
players and golf instructors can also participate in the tournament if they belong to the German PGA or a
recognized foreign PGA. In the case of more than 80 entries, the entry decision is made. There is a waiting list.
Evaluation:
The gross rating is divided into professionals and amateurs, provided that professionals are at the start. The net
rating is carried out separately according to ladies and gentlemen. In the case of equality in the gross rating
around the J.W. Buckland Trophy, the winner is determined immediately after the end of the competition in a
jump-off. The jump-off takes place on the 18th track of the Cologne Golf Club, until a winner has been
determined. For the determination of the subsequent placements, the better last 9 holes decide with the same
results. In the case of further equality, the last 6, 3, 1 holes are used until a decision is made, in net with a
proportionate specification. In case of further equality, the lot decides. It starts in groups of players with a
maximum of 4 players.
Team special ranking for the prize "The Captains Barrel":
A team consists of two players, the team with the fewest gross strokes in the "best ball" format wins.
Disqualification:
The game management has the right to disqualify and immediately exclude from the tournament participants
who violate one or more rules. A corresponding decision of the game management is final and can not be
appealed. There is no entitlement to a remuneration of the entry fee.
Registration:
Stating the name, Hcp and home club to
andreas.biste@hickory-society.com
Deadline: September 04, 2022 18:00:00:00
Payment of the entry fee:
Entry fee by bank transfer to the account Andreas Biste
IBAN DE06 3705 0198 1086 7336 96, BIC COLSDE33XXX
Purpose "Entry fee J.W. Buckland Trophy"
Tournament Management:
Tournament Management; Judges as well as course rules and tee times will be announced in the notice of the
club. The decisions of the tournament management are final. The tournament management reserves the right
to make changes to the invitation to tender until the 1st start
Tournament Mode:
Stroke play over 18 holes on the links course of the Cologne Golf Club with 1.5 times the regular specification
for amateurs (professionals without specification). Not effective by default.
Prizes:
●
●
●
●

Best Professional, Best Amateur Brutto
Prize money Pros: 1st place 300,00 Euro, 2nd place 200,00 Euro, 3rd place 100,00 Euro
Women Net 1st, 2nd, 3rd - Men Net 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Team ranking 1st, 2nd, 3rd gross

(Double price exclusion with gross before net)
Journey:

Kölner Golfclub, Freimersdorfer Weg 43, 50859 Köln , 0221 2772980, www.koelner-golfclub.de
Further information: andreas.biste@hickory-society.com

Registration
J.W. Buckland Hickory Trophy
on the Links Course of the Cologne Golf Club

24. September 2022

Per email to: andreas.biste@hickory-society.com
Mrs./Mr. (surname, first name):

____________________________

Email:

____________________________

Hcp:

____________________________

Home Golf Club:

____________________________

Teampartner 2-Ball-Bestball (optional):

____________________________

Rent hickory set Yes O

No O

Caddie desired (if available):

Yes O

No O

Costs:
Entry fee for the 18-hole tournament: 129,00 Euro, including dinner on 24.09.2022
Entry fee for pros and members of the Cologne Golf Club: EUR 69.00

Hotel in the Cologne GC - Freimersdorfer Weg 43, 50859 Köln; reservierung@koeln11.de ; +49 221/ 5678-2202
Ascari Parkhotel – Jakobstraße, 50259 Pulheim, info@hotel-ascari.de; +49 2238/ 804-0
Please make the bookings independently under the keyword "Buckland Trophy".

J.W. Buckland Hickory Trophy
on the Links Course of the Cologne Golf Club
24. September 2022

Tips and recommendations for playing the hickory clubs
1.

Do NOT hit the rental clubs on the driving range if possible, risk of breakage due to too hard ground
(mat tee).

2.

The golf swing should be as fluid as possible (Ernie Els would be a good example).

3.

For the round, soft balls such as Wilson Staff DUO Soft or VICE PRO SOFT or comparable (basically all
softballs of various manufacturers)

4.

Below are the usual club names and average stroke lengths:

Brassie or Spoon:
Mid-Iron:
Mashie:
Mashie-Niblick:
Niblick:

corresponds to a wood 5 to 3
corresponds to an iron 6 to 5
corresponds to aniron 8 to 7
corresponds to an iron 9 to PW
corrsponds to an iron GW to SW

